No Centralized Authority.
No Corruption.

The
MEXICAN Stablecoin

MXNC
A DLI PROJECT

A S TA B L E C R Y P T O C U R R E N C Y.
MXNC is a stable cryptocurrency usable by anyone. MXNC is an actual store of value
represented as a cryptographic token on a purpose-built blockchain. MXNC is always backed
1:1 by the Mexican peso. All pesos are held in Mexican banks and are verified 1:1 by the board
of trustees. For each MXNC created 1 peso will be deposited into Mexican banks. For each
peso redeemed, one MXNC will be burned. The value always remains the same, hence
the term Stablecoin.

WHY MXNC?
As in all corporations, financial institutions, and any other system, there will always exist
corruption, greed, and error. MXNC has the ability to significantly reduce and possibly eliminate
all of these problems. By eliminating these problems, we can restore faith in financial
institutions, corporations, and provide one single source of truth, with no centralized authority.
The Mexican Stablecoin project was conceived from a year’s worth of meetings and interviews
with top Mexican officials, C-Level executives and directors of several fortune 500 companies,
and groups advocating for the poor and indigenous people of Mexico. MXNC has the ability to
solve several economic issues within Mexico and to bring trust back to the people.

MXNC is a combination of very positive factors from major cryptocurrencies, gold, and
fiat combined:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MXNC is built for 100% up-time, using technology from Hyperledger Enterprise
& Dash Cryptocurrency Blockchains. No downtime ever.
MXNC is always available, usable by anyone, anytime, anywhere.
MXNC costs fractions of a peso to use vs several % for all other methods.
MXNC is instant, unlike wire and other forms of transfer that take days to confirm.
MXNC is stable, backed 1:1 by real currency stored in real banks.
MXNC is transparent, built on an open Blockchain, anyone can audit.
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SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE.
Each token is stored on the MXNC distributed, permission-less Blockchain. Any entity, end user,
corporation, or government can utilize it to facilitate transactions and to transfer the value of
a peso between any party worldwide, instantly. All transactions confirmed and settled within
minutes, and are stored in the MXNC blockchain forever and immutable. This means there’s
no way to alter, change, or delete the transaction data. Any party can audit the blockchain at
any time.
End user wallets work on all major platforms including Apple IOS, Android, Windows, and Linux
operating systems. Wallets are built for mobile or enterprise use with the flexibility and controls
necessary to make everyday use very simple and secure. A full API is available for enterprise
partners to integrate MXNC directly into their existing application or infrastructure.
Any end user can run a full node on a simple virtual private server and utilize the node to quickly
and securely transact with the blockchain network, or to continually audit all transactions, or
both. Verified end user, government, and corporate entities can run a validator node. Validator
nodes provide consensus and write the transactions to the Blockchain. Validator nodes
continually earn a part of every transaction on the network. The Validator nodes are scaled
10000000:1 and are only issued in a mannerthat would never dilute any other validator node’s
potential earnings. For every 10,000,000 MXNC there will be 1 additional validator node added
to the network.
MXNC provides the purpose, the platform, and the technology necessary to overcome critical
financial, economic, and political issues.
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W H AT I S A S TA B L E C O I N ?
What is a StablecoinStablecoinsare cryptocurrencies
designed to minimize the effects of price volatility,
thus they function as a store of value and a unit of
accounting. To minimize volatility, the value of a stable
coin can be pegged to a fiat currency, or to exchange
traded commodities such as precious metals or
industrial metals.

VA L U E
MXNC will always be pegged to the Mexican peso at a ratio of 1:1. At any time MXNC can
be purchased directly from the trust and can be exchanged with the trust at a 1:1 ratio.
BACKING
MXNC will be fully backed by pesos, gold, and/or other assets held in the trust.
TRUST
MXNC is built on a purposeful Blockchain with full nodes. These nodes can be utilized by
any party to transact with and audit the network. MXNC hasmany positive qualities if the
top cryptocurrencies.
VA L I D AT I O N
MXNC operates on validator nodes which serve to validate transactions and provide consensus
to the network. Validator nodes are independently selected by the trust. Each validator node
earnsa small fraction of the transaction. Validator nodes will be scaled up economically
based on a ratio set by the Board of Trustees.
ARCHITECTURE
MXNC is based on a hybrid POS architecture that allows for the speed and scalability of
POS and the security of POW.
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D E V E LO P M E N T
All development is in collaboration with DLI & a Mexican joint venture. Development funding
is derived from of 30% of validator node proceeds.
MINT & BURN
All MXNC is to be minted on purchase and burned upon reclamation. This process is
controlled by the Board of Trustees.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The Board of Trustees is made up of trusted Mexican citizens and business people. The Board
is the trust side of the organization and has one major responsibility. The independent Board
of Trustees oversees the mint and burn process. They verify pesos are in banks 1:1 to
back the MXNC coins issued.
C R O S S P L AT F O R M
Anyone can run a node and therefore transact with the network, and/or audit the ledger.
All transactions are stored on the ledger after validation by the validator nodes. MXNC is also
cross platform and operates on multiple chains. For example, MXNC is also delivered as an
ERC-20 token on Ethereum, yet all settlement is done on the MXNC network. This model
would work across many other blockchains such as Stellar, Vechain, Zilliqa, EOS, and
others as needed.

MXNC — Standard token to the main network.
MXNC-E — ERC-20 Token smart contract.
MXNC-V — Vechain Token smart contract.
MXNC-S — Stellar Token smart contract.
MXNC-O — EOS Token smart contract.
MXNC-T — TRON Token smart contract.
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ECONOMIC MODEL
Fiat Deposit fee: 		
Fiat Withdrawal fee:
Transaction fee: 		

0.1%
0.5%
0.1%

PA R T N E R S & C L I E N T S
StableCoin Partner: A person or entity who invests into MXNC for a financial, technical, and
marketingperspective. Key partners own a substantial amount of MXNC, and will have the
option to run a validator node. In most cases a partner will also be a client. Some partners
would be: wealthy individuals, technology companies, banks.
StableCoin Client: These are end users of MXNC. Clients are any person, entity, corporation,
or government who utilizes MXNC to facilitate and audit transactions.
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Thank you for your interest in partnering
with the team at Distributed Ledger Inc to
create wealth and opportunity for the people
and businesses of Mexico.

Want to learn more? Check out our informational video on MXNC.
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